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For other uses, see Torque (ambidous). Physics concept TorqueRelship between power F, torque, linear momentum p, and angular momtuum L in a system that limits rotation to just one aircraft (forces and moments due to gravity and friction are not considered). Common symbols are a msi unit Meter
power feet, lbf-inch. Ozf-in SI-basis-unitskg-m2-s-2DimensionM L2T−2 Deel van 'n reeks onClassical meganika F = d t ( m v ) {\vertoonstyl {\teksbf {F}}={\frac {d}{dt}}(m{\textbf {v}})} Tweede wet van beweging Geskiedenis Tydlyn Handboeke Dinamika Dinamika Kinematics Statistiese Fundamentele
Versnelling Hoekmomentum Egpaar D'Alembert se beginsel Energie kinematiese potensiële Force Raam van verwysing Ineriale verwysing Impulse Inertia / Oomblik van inerte Massa Meganiese werk Moment Moment Momentum Space ton se wette van beweging Analitiese meganika Lagrangiese
meganikaHamiltoniese meganika Routhian meganikaHamilton–Jacobi vergelykingAppell se vergelyking van bewegingKoopman-von Neumann meganika Core onderwerpe Demping (verhouding) Verplasing Vergelykings van beweging Euler se wette Harmoniese ossillator Traertial / Nie-traagiale
verwysing raam Meganika van planar deeltjie beweging Beweging (lineêre) Newton se wet van universele swaartekrag Newton se wette van beweging Relatiewe snelheid Rigid liggaam dinamika Euler se vergelykings Eenvoudige harmoniese beweging Vibrasie Rotasie verwysing raam Centripetal krag
Centrifugal krag reaktiewe Coriolis krag Pendulum Tangential spoed Rotasie spoed Hoek versnelling / verplasing / frekwensie / snelheid Wetenskaplikes Kepler Galileo Huygens Newton Horrocks Halley Daniel Bernoulli Johann Bernoulli Eu D'Alembert Clairaut Lagrange Laplace Hamilton Poisson Cauchy
Routh Liouville Appell Gibbs Koopman von Neumann Cateumann Cateumann Cateumann Cateuers ► Classic mechanics vth In physics and mechanics, torque is the rotation equivalent of linear power. [1] It is also referred to as the moment, moment of strength, rotational power or turning effect,
depending on the field of study. The concept originated with the studies by Archimedes of the use of levers. Just like a linear power is a pressure or a pull, a torque can be considered a twist to an object around a specific axis. Another definition of torch is the product of the size of power and the
perpendictive distance from the line of action of a force from the axis of rotation. The invoice symbol is typically the {\displaystyle {\boldsymbol (tau}} , the lowercase Greek letter tau. When it is referred to as a moment of strength, it is common by M. In three dimensions, the torque is a pseudovector; for
point particles, it is given by the cross product of the position vector (distance and the force vector. The size of the torque of a solid body depends on three quantities: the force applied, the leverage vector[2] connects the point over which the torque is measured to the point of power application, and the
angle between the power and lever vectors. In symbols: =r × F {\displaystyle {\boldsymbol {\tau}=\math(r} \mathbf {F} \,\!} = ‖ r ‖ ‖ F ‖ probe  ({displaystyle\tau=\\\displaystyle \tau=\\\tau =\\\displaystyle=\\\tau =\\\tau =\\displaystyle \tau =\\\}} = ‖ r ‖ ‖ F ‖ probe  ({displaystyle\tau=\\\tau
=\\\tau=\\displaystyle\tau=\\displaystyle\tau=\\\\...... \math (r} \|\,\mathbf {F} \|\sin \theta \,\!} where [\display style {\boldsymbol {\tau}} is the picturesque vector and [\display styles \tau } is the size of the painting, r {\display styles \mathbf {r} } is the position vector (a vector from the point over which the erratic
is measured to the point where the power is applied) , F {\display styles \mathbf {F} is the power vector, × {\displaystyle \times } indicates the cross-product, which produces a vector that is perpendictor on both r and F following the right-hand rule , and is the corner between the power vector and the lever
vector. The SI unit for painting is the Newton meter (Nm). For more information about the units of the torque, see Units. Define Terminology Also see: Few (mechanics) James Thomson, the brother of Lord Kelvin, introduced the term torque in English scientific literature in 1884. [3] However, Torque is
referred to the use of different vocabulary, depending on geographical location and field of study. This article follows the definition used in American physics in using the word torque. [4] In the UK and in the US, torque is referred to as moment of violence, usually shortened to moment. [5] These terms
were interchanimized in American physics[4] and the British physics terminology, unlike the US mechanical engineering, where the term painting is used for the closely related consequential moment of a couple. [5] Torque and moment in THE AMERICAN mechanical engineering terminology in the USA
mechanical engineering are exchanged mathematics as the rate of changing angular momum of an object (in physics it is called net torque). The definition of torque determines that one or both of the velocity or the moment of velocity of an object changes. Moment is the general term used for tending one
or more applied forces to rotate an object over an axis, but not necessarily to change the angular momum of the object (the concept called painting in physics). [5] For example, a rotational force applied to a shaft causes acceleration, such as a drilling little acceleration of rest, leads to a moment called a
torque. In contrast, a lateral power A beam produces a moment (called a bending moment), but since the corner mom of the beam does not change, this bending moment is not called a painting. Likewise with any power couple on an object who has no change to his corner moume, such a moment is not
a torque. Definition and proportion to angular mogul A particle is located on position r relative to its axis of rotation. When a force F is applied to the particle, only the lead-right component F⊥ a torch. This fax must be × F is extensive = |r| | F⊥| = |r| | F| sin and is directed to the outside of the page. A force
perpengent applied to a lever multiplied by its distance from the lever's fulcrum (the length of the lever) is its torch. A force of three newtons applied two meters from the fulcrum, for example, practices the same torque as a force of one newton applied six meters from the fulcrum. The direction of the
torque can be determined by using the right hand grip rule: if the fingers of the right hand curled from the direction of lever towards the force, then the thumb marks towards the painting. [6] More generally, the torch on a point particle (which has the position r in some frame of reference) can be defined as
the cross product: =r × F , {\display style {\boldsymbol {\tau}=/mathematicsbf {r} \times \mathematics {F} ,} where is the particle's position vector relative to the fulcrum, and F is the power that is on the particle. The range of the torch is given by the edge probe  ({\displaystyle\tau =rF\sin \theta (\!} where is
the distance from the axis from rotation to the particle, F is the size of the force applied, and is the angle between the position and power vectors. Alternatively, where F ⊥ , {\displaystyle \tau =rF_{\perp },} where F⊥ the amount of power is perpensely aimed at the position of the particle. Any power
directed parallel to the particle's position vector does not produce a torque. [8] It follows the characteristics of the cross-product that the torch vector is perpental to both the position and power vectors. On the other, the painting vector defines the aircraft in which the position and power vectors lie. The
resulting torque vector direction is determined by the right rule. [7] Die netto wisseling op 'n liggaam bepaal die tempo van verandering van die liggaam se hoekmomtuum, = d L d d l d }{{displaystyle {\t}}} waar L die hoekmompel (l} {{{mathrm {l} }{{{a}}} waar L die hoekmompul vektor is en t tyd is. For the
movement of a point particle, L = I am , {\displaystyle \mathbf {L} =I{\boldsymbol {\omega}},} where I am the moment of inertia and the orbital angle velocity spseudovector. It follows that = d L d t = d&amp;I d t = I d t + d t + d t = I α+d (m r 2) d = I α +2 r p | '{\display style {\boldsymbol {\tau}}}{{{{mathrm {=
{{frac {\mathrm {d} \mathbf {L} }}}}}m {d} t}}={{\frac {\mathrm {d} (I{\boldsymbol {\omega}}}}}}{mathrm {d} t}}=I{\frac {\mathrm {\mathrm {\fatsymbol {\omega}}{{mathrm {d} t}}}{{frac {\mathrm {\mathrm {{mathrm {{mathrm {d} }}{{ { { }}=I{\boldsymbol {\alpha}+{frac {\mathrm {d} (Mr^{2})}{mathrm {d} }}
{\boldsymbol {\omega}=I{\boldsymbol {\alpha}}+2rp_{|} {\boldsymbol {\omega }},} where α is the angle acceleration of the particle, and p|| is the radial component of its linear momentum. This comparison is the rotation analogy of Newton's Second Act for point particles, and is valid for any type of trajectory.
Note that although strength and acceleration are always parallel and directly proportionate, the torque does not need to be parallel or directly proportional to the corner acceleration of the angular α. This stems from the fact that although mass is always preserved, the moment of stradiation is generally not.
Proof of the equivalence of definitions The definition of angle momtuum for a single point particle is: L = r × p {\displaystyle \mathbf {L} =\mathbf {r} \times {\boldsymbol {p}}} where p is the particle's linear momentum and r is the position vector of the origin. The time derivative of this is: d L d t = r × d d d t ×
p . {\display style {\frac {\mathrm {d} \mathematics {L} }{\mathrm {d} t}}=-math {r} \time {\frac {\mathrm {d} {\boldsymbo l{p}}}{\mathrm {d} t}}+{frac {\mathrm {d} \mathsbf {r} }{\mathrm {d} t}}\times {\fatsymbol {p}}.} This result can be easily proven by dividing the vectors into components and applying the
product rule. Now use the definition of power F = d d d {\displaystyle \mathbf {F} ={\frac {\mathrm {\fatsymbol {p}}}{\mathrm {d} t}}} (or mass is constant) and the definition the velocity d d = v {\displaystyle {\frac {\mathrm {d} \mathematics (r}}{\mathrm {d} t}}==mathbf {v} d L d t = r × F + v × p . {\display style
{\frac {\mathrm {d} \mathematics {L} }{\mathrm {d} }}=math =r} \time \mathematicsbf {F} +\math {v} \times {\boldsymbol {p}}.} The crossproduct of momentum p {\displaystyle {\boldsymbol {p}}} with its associated velocity v {\displaystyle \mathbf {v} } is zero because velocity and momentum are parallel, so
the second term disappears. By definition, invoice = r × F. Therefore, torque on a particle is equal to the first derivative of its corner momtuum regarding time. If multiple forces are applied, read Newton's second law rather Fnet = mom, and it follows that d L d t = r × F n e t = e t . {\display style {\frac
{\mathrm {d} \mathematics {L} }{\mathrm {d} t}}=math {r} \time \mathbf {F} _{\mathrm {net} }={{boldsymbol {\tau}_{{{manjm {net}.} This is a common proof for point particles. The proof can be generalized to a system of point particles by applying the above proof to each of the point particles and then
summary across all the point particles. Similarly, the proof can be generalized to an ongoing mass by applying the above proof to each point within the mass, and then integrates throughout the mass. Units Torque has the dimension of power times distance, symbolically L2MT−2. Official SI suggest the
use of the unit newton meter (Nm). The SI unit for energy or work is the journey. The traditional Imperial and American customs units for torque are pound feet (lb-ft) or for small values inches of pounds (in-lb). Special cases and other facts Moment arm formula Moment arm diagram a very useful special
case, often given as the definition of factitioner in fields other than physics, is as follows: =(moment arm) (power) . {\display style \tau =({\text{moment arm}})({\text{force}}).} The construction of the moment arm is shown in the figure on the right, along with the vectors r and F mentioned above. The problem
with this definition is that it does not give the direction of the painting, but only the extent, and therefore it is difficult to use in three dimensional cases. If the force is perpensive on the displacements vector r, the moment poor will be equal to the distance to the center, and torch will be a maximum for the
given power. The equation for the scope of a torch, resulting from a perpendicular force: = (distance to center) (power) . {\display style \tau =({\text{distance to centre}})({\text{force}}).} For example, if a person places a power of 10 N on the terminal side of a wreck that is 0.5 m long (or a force of 10 N
exactly 0.5 m from the turning point of a wreckage of any length), the torque will be 5 Nm – assuming that the person moves the wreckage by applying power in the plane of movement and perpensively on the wreckage The torch caused by the two opposing forces Fg and Fg caused a change in the
corner momum L towards that torch. This causes the top to prepare. Static equilibrium for an object to be in static equilibrium, the sum of forces must be zero, but also the sum of the torques (moments) over any point. For a two-dimensional situation with horizontal and vertical forces, the sum of forces
required two comparisons: ΑH = 0 and ΑV = 0, and the torque a third comparison: A = 0. That is, to statistically determine equilibrium problems in two-dimensions, three equations are used. Net power versus variation When the net power on the system is zero, the torque is measured from any point in
space the same. For example, painting on a current dralus in a uniform magnetic field is the same regardless of your point of regard. If the net power F {\displaystyles \mathematicsbf {F} } is not zero, and 1 {\display styles {\boldsymbol {\tau }}_{1}} the painting was measured from r 1 {\displaystyle \mathbf
{r} _{1}} , then the painting was measured from r 2 {\display styles \mathbf {{2}} _{2}} ... 2 = 1+ (r 1 - r 2 ) × F {\displaystyle {\boldsymbol {\tau }}_{2}={\boldsymbol {\tau}_{1}+(\mathematics bf {r} _{1}-mathbf {r} _{2})\times \mathbf {F} } Machine invoice curve of a motorcycle (BMW K 1200 R 2005). The as
shows the speed (in rpm) that the crane turns, and the vertical axis is the painting (in newton meters) which the engine is able to provide at that speed. Torque forms part of the basic specification of an engine: the power output of an engine is expressed as its painting multiplied by its rotational speed of
the ashes. Internal-combustion engines produce useful painting only over a limited range of rotation speed (typically of about 1,000-6,000 rpm for a small car). One can measure the varying torque output over that series with a dynamometer, and show it as a shield curve. Steam engines and electric
motors tend to produce maximum torque close to zero rpm, with the torque reduced as rotation speed rises (due to increasing friction and other restrictions). Reciprocating steam engines and electric motors can start heavy loads from zero rpm without a clutch. Relationship between volatility, strength, and
energy If a force is allowed to act by a distance, it does mechanical work. Similarly, if shield power is allowed to act remotely through a rotation, it does it work. Mathematics, for rotation over a solid axis through the middle of mass, can be printed out the work W as W = ∫ 1 2 , 2 000 W=\int _{\theta
_{1}}^{theta _{2}}\tau\mathrm {d} \theta ,theta (theta }{{\theta _{2}}\tau\mathrm {d} \theta ,theta ,} where the facets are torque. and represent the initial and final corner positions of the body. [11] Proof The work done by a variable force behaving over a limited linear displacement [\display style s] is given by

integrating the power in relation to an elemental linear displacement d s → (\display styles \mathrm {\vec {s }}} W = ∫ s 1 s 2 F → } {d s → {\displaystyle W=\int _{s_{1}}^{s_{2}}{\vec {F}\cdot \mathrm {d} {\vec {s}}} However , the infinite linear displacement d → {\display style \mathrm {\vec {s}}} relates to a
corresponding angle displacement d tig the → {\display style \mathrm {\vec {\vec }}} and the radius vector r → {\display style {\vec {\vec {}}} as d s → = d 2 → × r → {\display style \mathrm {\vec {s}}=\mathrm {\vec {\theta}\times {\vec {r}}} Replacement in above → × expression for work give W = ∫'s 1 s 2 F
→ – d r → {\display style W=\int _{s_{1}}}{s_{2}}{\vec {F}}\ cdot \mathrm {{\vec {\theta}}}}times {\vec {\vec {r}}} The expression F → - d type → × r → {\displaystyle {\vec {f}}\cdot\mathrm {d} {\vec {\vec {\vec {\\\\vec {r}}} is a scalar triple product given by [F → d of → r → ] {\display style \left[{\vec
{F}}}\,\mathrm {\vec {\theta}}}\,{\vec {\vec {r}}\right]} . An alternative expression for the same scale triple product is [ F → d type → r → ] = r → × F → - d → &amp; {\displaystyle\links [{\vec {F}}\,\mat hrm {\vec {\dieta}}\,{\vec{r}}\reg]={\vec {r}}\times {\vec {F}}\cdot\mathrm {\vec {\vec {\theta}} But as per the
from Torch, → = r → × F → {\displaystyle {\vec {\tau}}={\vec {r}}\time {\vec {F}}} give corresponding replacement in the expression of work, W = ∫'s 1 s 2 → - → { \display style W=\int _{s_{1}}^{{{{s_{2}}{\vec {\tau}\cdot \mathrm {\vec {\theta}} Since the parameter of integration has been changed from linear
displacement to angulaar displacement, the borders of the → integration also change corresponding , give W = ∫ 1 2 000 – → ({\display styles W=\int _{\theta _{1} ) }^{\theta _{2}}{\vec {\tau}}\cdot \mathrm {\vec {\theta}} if the painting and the angular displacement are in the same direction, then the scale
product decreases to a product of sizes; d.i.→ → v. → | d'n → | cos  0 = d d d 1 {\displaystyle {\vec {\tau }}\cdot \mathrm {\vec {\theta}}=left|{ \vec{\tau}}\right|\left|\mathrm {\vec {\vec{\theta}\reg|\cos 0=\tau\ ,\mathrm {d} \theta } gives W = ∫ 1 2 d display styles W=\int _{\theta _{1}}^{theta _{2}}\tau \,\mathrm
{d} \theta } This follows the work-energy statement that W also represents the change in the rotation kinetic energy Er of the body, given by E r = 1 2 I 2 , {\displaystyle E_{\mathrm {r} }={\tfrac {1}{2}}I\omega ^{2},} where I am the moment of inheritance of the body and is its angle speed. [11] Power is the
work per unit time, given by P = (\displaystyle P={\boldsymbol {\tau}}\cdot {\boldsymbol (omega},} where P power is torque, and that's the corner speed, and that's the corner speed, and the angular velocity. Algebral, the equation can be rearranged to calculate torque for a given angle speed and power
outfit. Note that the force injected by the torque depends only on the instant angle speed – not on whether the angle speed increases, reduces, or remains constant while the torque is applied (this is equivalent to the linear case where the force is injected by a force hangs only from the immediate speed –
not at the resulting acceleration, if any in practice , this relationship can be observed in bicycles: Bicycles are typically composed of two road wheels, front and rear gears (referred to as sprockets) mess with a circular chain, and a derailleur mechanism if the bike's transmission system allows multiple gear
ratios to be used (i.e. multi-speed bike), all of which are attached to the frame. A cyclist, the person riding the bike, offers the input force by turning pedals and thereby slinging the front sprocket (commonly referred to as chains). The input force supplied by the cyclist is equal to the product of cadens (i.e.
the number of pedal revolutions per minute) and the torque on the hub of the bike's insanity set. The bike's ride train sends the input force to the road wheel, which in turn has the received power to the as the output power of the bike. Depending on the gear ratio of the bike, a (torque, rpm) input pair is
converted to a (torque, rpm)output pair. By using larger rear gear, or by switching to lower gear in multi-speed bikes, angular speed of road wheels decreases while the painting increases, product of which (i.e. power) does not change. Consistent units must be used. For metric SI units, power is watt,
torch is newton meters and angle speed is radial per second (not rpm and not revolutions per second). Also, the unit newton meter is dimensionally equivalent to the joule, which is the unit of energy. However, in the case of painting, the unit is awarded to a vector while for energy, it is awarded to a scale.
This means that the dimensional equivalence of the newton meter and the journalist can be applied in the former, but not in the latter case. This problem is addressed in eastern analysis that treat radians as a base unit rather than a dimensional unit. [12] Conversion to other units A conversion factor may
be necessary when using different units of power or torch. For example, if rotational speed (revolutions per time) is used instead of angle speed (radias per time), we multiply with a factor of 20 radials per revolution. In the following formulas, P may, it is torch, and it is rotational speed. P = 2 π . 2 π (r a d/r
e v ) about 2/s e c ) (r e v/s e c ) {\display style E P({\rm {W}})=\tau {\rm {(N\cdot m)}}\cdot 2\ride {\rm {(rad/rev)}}\cdot u {\rm {(ds/sec)}} Part of 60 seconds per minute gives us the following. P (W) = 2(N –m) 2 π (r a d/r e v) 5 (r p m) 60 {\displaystyle P ({\rm {W}})={\frac {\tau {\tau {\tau {\tau {\\cm {(N\cdot
m)}}\cdot 2\pi {\rm {(rad/rev)}}\cdot u {\rm {(rpm)}}{60}}} where rotation speed is in revolutions per minute (rpm). Some people (e.g. American motoring engineers) use horsepower (mechanically) for power, foot pound (lbf-ft) for volatage and rpm for rotational speed. This leads to the formula changing to:
P(h p) =33,π 000. {\display style P({\rm {hp}})={\frac{\tau {\rm {(lbf\cdot ft)}}\cdot 2\pi {{rm {(rad/rev)}\cdot u ({\rpm}}} {33,000}}.} The constant below (in foot pound per minute) changes with the definition of horsepower; for example, using metric horsepower, it becomes about 32,550. The use of other units
(e.g. BTU per hour for power) would require another personal conversion factor. Distractions for a rotating object, the linear distance covered at the overtunch of rotation is the product of the radius with the angle coated. This is: linear distance = radius × distance. And by definition, linear distance = linear
speed × time = radius corner speed × times. By defining painting: shield = radius × power. We can rearrange it to determine power = erraying ÷ radius. These two values can be replaced in the definition of strength: power = power = power = linear distance time = (toggle r) ((r - angle speed – t) t =
interapower – angle speed . {\display style {\start{alignment}{\text{power}}&amp;{ \frac {{\text{force}}\cdot {\text{linear distance}}}{\text{time}}}\[6pt]&amp;={\frac {\left ({\dfrac {\text {\text{\text{\text{\6pt]&amp;={\frac {\left({\dfrac{\text{\text{\6pt]&amp;={\frac {\left({\dfrac{\text{\text{{torque}}{r}}\right)\cdot (r\cdot
{\text{angle speed}}\cdot t)}{t}}\[6pt]&amp;={\text{torque}}\cdot {\text{angle speed}}.\end{alignment}}} The radius r and time t have dropped from the equation. However, angle speed should be in radian, by the accepted direct relationship between linear speed and angle speed at the beginning of the
distraction. If the rotation speed is measured in revolutions per unit of time, the linear speed and distance are proportionately increased by 20% in the above distraction to give: power = painting – 2 π - rotational speed. {\display style {\text{power}}={\text{torque}}\cdot 2\pi \cdot {\text{rotation speed}}.\,} If
torch in newton meters and rotational speeds in revolutions per second, the above comparison gives strength in newton meters per second or watt. If Imperial units are used, and if painting is in pound-power feet and rotation speeds in revolutions per minute, the above equation gives strength in foot
pound-power per minute. The horsepower form of the equation is then derived by applying the conversion factor 33 000 ftlbf/min per horsepower: power = torch – 2 π - rotational speed – ft – lbf min – horsepower 33, 000 – lb . dc . lbf little ≈ torque - RPM 5, 252 {\display style {\start{alignment}
{\text{}&amp;={\text{}}\cdot 2\di \cdot {\text{rotation speed}}}\cdot {\frac {{{text{ft}}}}\cdot {\text {\text {lbf}}}{{{min}}}\cdot {\frac {\text{horsepower}}{33,000\cdot {\frac {{\text{ft}}\cdot {\text{lbf}}}{{{\text{min}}}}}}}[[6pt]&amp;gt; approx {\frac {{\text{torque}}\cdot {\text{RPM}}}{5,252}}\end{align}}} because
5252.113122 ≈ 33 , 000 2 π. {\display style 5252.113122\approx {\frac {33,000}{2\pi }}.\,} Principle of moments The principle of moments, also known as Varignon's steorem (not to be confused with the geometric theorem of the same name) determines that the sum of torques due to various forces applied
at a single point equal to the painting due to the sum (resultant) of powers. Mathematics, it follows: (r × F 1) + (r × F 2) + ⋯ = r × (F 1+ F 2 + ⋯ ) . {\display style (\mathematics {r} \time \math {F} _{1})+(\mathsbf {r} \time \math {F} _{2})+\cdots=\mathematicsbf {r} \times (\mathbf {F} _{1}+\mathbf {{2}++ From
this it follows that if a pilled beam of zero mass is balanced with two ( r × F 1 ) = ( r × F 2 ) . {\vertoonstyl (\wiskundebf {r} \tye \wiskundebf {f} {f} {F} {r} \times \mathematics {F} _{2}).} Torch multiplator Main Article: Torch Multiplator Torque can be multiplied via three methods: by seeking the fulcrum so that
the length of a lever increases; using a longer lever; or by using a speed reducing gearbox or gearbox. Such a mechanism multiplied fluctuates, as rotation rate is reduced. See also Moment Conversation of Units Torque Mechanical Equilibrium Rigid Body Dynamics Statics Torque converter Torque
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